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THE LAMBDA - 0 1 

Remit
To design a chair that is suitable for a 
variety of environments, including: domestic, 
office, bar, restaurant etc. The chair needs 
to retail at a price between £50 - £220 
per unit.



Design
Inspiration

Initial Sketches



Design Development



Prototyping



Final Concept



Remit
To design communal furniture or 
storage for FE or HE institutions, 
with modular or multiple functionality.



Design
Inspiration

Design Development

Exploring alternative ways to 
utilise modular forms of furni-
ture that could combine or 
change shape to respond to 
various use and storage situa-
tions



To enable each desk unit to 
be used at either sitting or 
standing height, this hand 
operated piston system will 
be incorporated at each 
desk caster position.

Desk Functional capabilities: 

- Desk size enables individual use or combining two or more desks 
into group working spaces.

- Pull-out table unit creates L-shaped working space for individual 
use.

- Desk can be simply raised or lowered to facilitate desk use either 
seated or standing.

- Storage space for up to 3 folding wooden seats - for individual 
or communal group work.



Final Concept



Remit
To design an interactive electronic 
music maker. This product must be 
aimed at non-specialist market, and 
provide people with no experience 
in music making to be able to put 
together a form of music quickly 
and easily.



Design
Inspiration

Primary Research
I Explored a number of  existing products to see how easy 
or difficult their interfaces were to use. This vital research 
would help determine aspects and elements which could be 
adapted to allow easy operation of the device straight away.



Initial Sketches



Design Development

The proposed music maker design idea was to combine 
the manipulation of the musical sounds being generated 
within the base unit, with the ability to create 3D forms 
that would further affect, or mix, the sounds; different 
shapes will create unique sound responses.



Final Concept



Alaska Airlines 

Remit
To design an in-flight dinner tray for first 
class seats. Designs must be visually asso-
ciate with your identified airline and be 
clearly representative of both the company 
and national culture that is central to the 
brand.



Research and development

Brand identity

The airline’s identity 
has a striking and 
distinctive design, which 
is easily recognisable.

The issue

The current presentation of food 
on-board wasn’t exactly represent-
ing their brand and it often cre-
ated big piles of rubbish on the 
user’s small table. Therefore a 
solution appeared in to improve 
this experience. 

Identified solution

There is an aspect in Alaska Air-
line to include which is their past 
heritage which would remind cus-
tomers in honouring the cultures in 
Alaska. It may also include the 
introduction traditional Alaskan 
food being added to this pro-
posed experience.

Design Development
The research I 
had identified 
showed that a 
popular Alaskan 
cuisine was 
Alaskan king 
crab. These 
crabs are com-
monly caught in 
large lobster 
pots, I therefore 
decided to 
adapt these 
pots to be 
included within 
my 1st class 
tray design.



Through numerous ideation 
and iteration, a first class 
food tray has been devel-
oped to involve Alaskan 
culture and heritage to 
remind customers of the 
companies true roots.

However upon finalising the final 
concept, it became clear that the 
tray needed more association with 
the brand of the airline. I therefore 
decided to include a number of 
historical decals to the tray design 
which will in the same colour way 
as the brand.



Final Concept



Allee-Save Response Kit

Remit
To develop a product that utilises technology 
within a chosen scenario. 



Research
Identifying key issues

- Emergency procedure isn’t properly 
followed which has resulted in countless 
deaths.

- There is a lack of awareness, many 
people panic and lose concentration on 
the matter.

- There is a need for better structured care 
plans e.g. all kits should contain two epipens 
at all times.

- There should be an alert system that alerts 
administrators that the epipen medicine is 
about to expire.

The research uncovered 
has identified a possible 
solution to provide clear 
and simple instructions 
when using an epipen 
device. This can be 
achieved by creating a 
rapid response Kit that 
will instruct on what to 
do in an emergency.

Initial research prompted an epipen response kit, which 
would use clear audio and visual instructions to the 
user. The kit also provides strike pads, these can be 
placed on a patient’s thigh and used as a target to 
hit using the epipen.

The allergy pen design also proposed a twisting mech-
anism which would allow the user to select an adult 
or child dose.



Design Development

Experimented with various different ways of how 
the allergy pen’s mechanism could possibly work to 
select a adult or child dose without error.

The proposed concept above works by placing 
the device within the palm of the hand, this gives 
a good ergonomic grip around the handle when 
administering a dose. This will provide stability when 
being used and will avoid causing lacerations to 
the thigh which are characteristic of traditional 
epipens.  



Epipen Development Prototypes
65mm Original Concept Prototype

After further development of my design, the handle di-
ameter was reduced to 65mm. This handle was much 
more comfortable to hold and provided better control 
while in the palm. Other developments included the main 
width increasing, this was to allow room for the internal 
mechanism which didn’t fit in the previous narrow profile. 
Also the surface area which comes into contact with 
the skin has to be increased to increase stability as well 
as better hand control. This reduces the ultimate risk of 
the pen slipping and causing lacerations to the user. 

As you can see on the 
physical prototype, the new 
prototype sits comfortably in 
the palm of the hand and 
has been designed to fit 
better with younger adults as 
their hands are smaller. How-
ever upon testing it with an-
other of people, I have de-
cided to increase the diame-
ter of the palm handle to 
75mm, as most thought the 
handle felt a little too small.



After exploring and developing various 
mechanisms which could be used within 
the epipen, I have decided to adopt 
the design that uses two medicine vials, 
one concentrically placed within the 
other. 



The new developed concept of my epipen design has increased in length, 
this was because research suggests that to deliver adrenaline effectively 
the needle should be at least 25mm long. The needle needs to penetrate 
below the layer of fat beneath the skin. 

The proposed design now had a 75 mm handle that would sit comfortably in the 
palm of the hand.  
Another few changes included the main case overall length had to be increased to 
allow space for the 25 mm long needle. This longer needle is guaranteed to pene-
trate the leg muscle, while existing Epipen design use a 16 mm long needle which isn’t 
always able to penetrate the fat layer above the muscle proving ineffective.
Another Factor was due to the size of the vials needed to store the emergency 
drug (Epinephrine) within a concentric mechanism. As of this the design needed a long 
enough plunger to push the drug out of the vial into the needle when applied.
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Development  -  How Does the Mechanism Work?
1. This design for an EpiPen type allergy unit is different because the User is able to 
select the correct dose of Epinephrine (Adrenaline) medication to be dispensed for either a 
Child (0.15ml) or Adult (0.30ml). This done by having two, concentric, syringe vials each con-
taining 2 ml of Epinephrine (A and B) – only the correct dose is delivered to the patient, 
the balance remaining in the delivery system.
2. For the EpiPen mechanism to work, it is necessary for the needle to be deployed out 
25mm on operation and the correct dose of drug to dispense.  The design approach utiliz-
es compressed springs being activated to achieve this (C and D).  A third spring is used to 
deploy the needle cover following use (E).  Each spring is held in a circular holder with 
three prongs which keep the spring compressed (see F, G and H).
3. When the unit is used by a Child, only the central spring (C) is released and Vial A 
dispensed.  When used by and Adult both springs C and D are released and both the 
central Vial (A) and outer vial (B) are dispensed at the same time.
4. The unit works by holding the large Palm Grip head in the palm of the hand and 
jabbing the other end into the upper thigh.  The Palm Grip is able to push down on the 
rubber diaphragm ring (J) to activate the springs and dispense the needle and Epinephrine 
dose.
How the Unit Operates
1. In operation the User selects the dose they need to administer (Child or Adult) by ro-
tating the large Palm Grip section of the unit clockwise to the desired dose.  A triangular 
marker on the lower section of the Palm Grip (located opposite the OFF) indicates where 
to turn to.
2. When the Child option is selected, the Palm Grip rotates so the three prongs (K) locate 
over holes in the ‘cotton reel’ disc (L).  Jabbing the unit into the upper thigh pushes the 
Bung (M) inside the Palm Grip down onto the prongs (F) and releases the spring (C).  The 
spring forces the Central Plunger (N) down which pushes the needle 25mm out of the 
bottom of the unit as well as dispensing only the central vial (A) of 0.15ml of Epinephrine.  
The three prongs in the Palm Grip (K) just locate into the holes in the ‘cotton reel’ disc (L).
3. When the Adult option is selected, the Palm Grip rotates so the three prongs (K) are 
located over solid points on the upper face of the ‘cotton reel’ (L). When the Palm Grip is 
pushed down, the Bung (M) activates the central vial spring (C), pushing the needle out of 
the unit.  At the same time the three Palm Grip prongs (K) push the ‘cotton reel’ down 
activating the outer vial spring (D).  Consequently, both vial springs (C and D) push down 
together and each vial dispenses 0.15ml so delivering a total adult dose of 0.3ml at the 
needle end.
4. The downward force also releases the needle cover spring (E) so when the unit is re-
moved from the leg, the Needle Cover (O) pushes out to cover the protruding needle and 
making the used unit safe.

Epipen Development - How Does the Mechanism work?



Epipen Development - Response Kit

These layouts seemed a good design at 
the time, until I realised that these units 
would have to be very deep to ensure 
that the epipen could fit in vertically. I 
therefore decided that the epipens could 
be place in on their sides and this there-
fore reduced the overall depth needed.

The idea here, was to place the epipens on their 
side and this would ultimately decrease the 
amount of depth needed than previously before.



This drawing shows a front view of the epipen, which 
shows the layout of the screen, speakers, battery indi-
cator and epipen holding slots.

The drawing below shows a side view of the epipen 
kit so I could work out the orientation of the battery 
and locations of main internal components.

These components included - Epipens, screen & lid



REMOVE ONE
 ALLE-SAVE

SELECT REQUIRED DOSE
ROTATE UNIT HEAT CLOCKWISE

DOSE OPPOSITE TRIANGULAR MARKER

CALL 999
NOW

IDENTIFY DOSE
FOR CHILD OR ADULT

Allee-Save Response Kit - Visual Screen Examples 



Final Concept






